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Diagram For Fog Lights. Megajolt E Wiring Diagram. Leave a Reply Cancel reply. I like to help
people with electrical and wiring issues on their bikes, and often frequent the superb Access
Norton Forum as well as the various Facebook Groups. Several times, I have run into issues
with trying to get the message across with people that find working with electrics and
electronics scary and daunting and have resorting to scribbling on the original wiring diagrams
that can be found in the workshop manuals. However, these diagrams are of course in black
and white, so I started looking for a decent colour one that I could refer to. This new and
improved version was well received across social media, and importantly it made my life easier
when trying to assist people with their issues. In addition, I added further upgrades and
modifications as people requested them â€” covering things like â€” Colorado Norton Works
electric start conversion, Power Arc electronic ignition, and Electrex World CDI ignition and
alternator replacement I have also blogged about by personal experience with this kit. I laid out
all the components battery, lamps, alternator, rectifier etcâ€¦ on the page in the same places as
on the pre-MK3 diagrams. Just to confuse us all, there are actually three different types of MK3
Commando wiring configurations out there:. So there you have it â€” my gift to the Norton
Commando Community, and hopefully a legacy that will long outlive me! I would like to thank
Les also known as L. B on the Access Norton Forum as he spent a lot of time looking at my
diagrams, checking my work, suggesting some of the edits, and highlighting some of the
factory errors that needed addressing. Please feel free to visit my website All of the diagrams on
the site are the same size, and look great when printed out in A3 â€” they are something you
can laminate and keep in the workshop. Categories: motorcycles. Tagged as: commando , NOC
, norton , norton commando , norton commando electric start , norton owners club , road holder
, roadholder , simplified wiring diagram , wiring , wiring diagram. Your email address will not be
published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment.
Categories: motorcycles Tagged as: commando , NOC , norton , norton commando , norton
commando electric start , norton owners club , road holder , roadholder , simplified wiring
diagram , wiring , wiring diagram. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Commando Plug Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a simplified satisfactory
pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as
simplified shapes, and the talent and signal connections amid the devices. A wiring diagram
usually gives recommendation nearly the relative direction and accord of devices and terminals
on the devices, to back in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would exploit

more detail of the subconscious appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more figurative
notation to bring out interconnections more than inborn appearance. A wiring diagram is often
used to troubleshoot problems and to create definite that all the connections have been made
and that everything is present. Architectural wiring diagrams action the approximate locations
and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and permanent electrical facilities in a building.
Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or
fixtures must be on a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use welcome symbols for wiring
devices, usually alternative from those used on schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not
forlorn put on an act where something is to be installed, but with what type of device is bodily
installed. For example, a surface ceiling roomy is shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling
spacious has a every second symbol, and a surface fluorescent lively has unconventional
symbol. Each type of switch has a alternating fable and suitably accomplish the various outlets.
There are symbols that play a role the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and
thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection authority to
espouse connection of the domicile to the public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will
after that affix panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special
facilities such as flare alarm or closed circuit television or other special services. Necessary
cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only
includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These
cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly
necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via
analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory
to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. This website uses
cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you
wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve
your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. A really popular Norton Commando upgrade is to move from the old
points-based ignition system over to Electronic Ignition. They are still going today, and their
website can be found here. From a wiring perspective, the most important thing to note is that
you will be moving from a pair of coils that are wired in parallel to series. Our Commandos use a
blue can capacitor, zener diode which can be found mounted on the back of the z-plate and
rectifier unit. The most common manufacturer of these is Podtronics. The nice thing about the
Improving Classic Motorcycles unit is that you can retain the original warning light â€” so it
looks totally factory. It gives you a lot more useful information about the state of the battery and
charging system compared to the standard assimilator unit, which looks for AC output from the
alternator stator only. Categories: Custom Wiring Diagrams , motorcycles. Tagged as:
assimilator , boyer , boyer bransden , circuit , circuit diagram , commando , electrical ,
Improving Classic Motorcycles , improvingclassicmotorycles , motor bike , motor cycle ,
motorbike , motorcycle , norton , norton commando , POD-tronics , podtronics , wiring , wiring
diagram. I have a Norton Commando which had Boyer electronic ignition installed before
bought it. I am looking to rewire the bike and adding a Boyer Power Box to replace the existing
Regulator and Zener Diode have you comments on how this will work. My personal
recommendation is not to remove your existing Rectifier and Zener unless there is something
wrong with them â€” they have been on the bike for nearly 50 years, and they are quality
components that are well matched to your machine! Hi, I was considering rewiring and found
this articel very interesting. Do you have asuggestion as to where to purchase the wire tha thas
these colour combinations? I am in Canada and do not seem to be able to finda supplier with
the colour codes on the diagram above. Also I was considering using the cotton braided type
wire. I see it is available on ebay but I am sure there is a better place to acquire it. Any
suggestions? Thank You. They are in the US, not Canada but they keep in stock a very wide
range of cables of the right size and colors. The company was a spin-off from Autosparks here
in the UK who were the original company that made the wiring harnesses for our bikes. British
Wiring was sold off a few years back, but they still have a
2002 ford f150 fuel pump relay
subaru serpentine belt
chevy 350 mini starter

good relationship with Autosparks, and will have everything you need to get up and running!
The cotton braided wires were used very early on decades before the Commando and from
experience I can tell you that it is a real pain in the butt to work with! If you like the look, try to
use it only in the areas that are on show. Your email address will not be published. Save my
name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Categories: Custom
Wiring Diagrams , motorcycles Tagged as: assimilator , boyer , boyer bransden , circuit , circuit
diagram , commando , electrical , Improving Classic Motorcycles , improvingclassicmotorycles ,
motor bike , motor cycle , motorbike , motorcycle , norton , norton commando , POD-tronics ,
podtronics , wiring , wiring diagram. Michael Warner Glad the diagram was of interest to you. Hi
Kerry! Shout if you get stuck with your wiring, I am happy to do what I can to help! Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.

